Electrocochleographic study of sudden deafness.
By performing electrochleography (AP, SP and CM) on 34 patients with sudden deafness, it was thought that the pathophysiology of this disease could be deduced. The various waveform patterns of AP and SP responses obtained in cases of sudden deafness were classified into the following types: 1) AP high response; 2) decreased AP high response; 3) AP low response; 4) dominant -SP; 5) -SP or +SP; and 6) AP, SP no response. The cases showing the type of dominant -SP and AP high response had satisfactory prognoses. In these cases the sensory epithelium and the cochlear nerve seemed to indicate a reversible condition being affected by the temporary functional block. Furthermore, it seemed to indicate that the neural regions related to the source of AP(N1) response were impaired in cases in which CM were recorded at normal response threshold in spite of the absence of AP(N1) response. In the unsatisfactory prognosis cases with decreased AP high response, AP low response and AP, SP no response in which only the extremely low or depressed CM responses could be recorded, it seemed that the sensory epithelium and the cochlear nerve were affected permanently, although the degree of impairment varied.